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At this seminar, David Fell will speak about his new book ‘Bad Habits, Hard Choices’ in
which he sets outs a radical proposal for tackling the UK’s obesity crisis, with an
argument in three parts.
Part One – Bad Habits
Drawing on insights from behavioural economics, social psychology and linguistics, Fell
suggests that the narratives of modern marketing have been comprehensively
internalised by the majority of the population. These narratives frame some (lifestyle)
choices as ‘good’ and some as ‘bad’.
The choices we make as ‘consumers’ are frequently ‘good’ for capitalism and ‘bad’ for
us. Over-buying and over-eating are conspicuous examples. The persistence of these
‘bad habits’, Fell argues, is the outcome of the mismatch in power between corporatized
marketing, on the one hand, and frail and fallible individuals, on the other. Expecting
those individuals each to overcome their bad habits is misguided. An effective solution
needs to redress the power imbalance and has therefore to be of significant institutional
scale.
Part Two – Hard Choices
Introducing the notion of ‘commitment strategies’ developed by the Nobel-laureate
economist Thomas Schelling, and considering also the techniques of deliberative
democracy, Fell offers a range of examples illustrating how power imbalances can be
redressed in ways that are inclusive, fair, adaptable and resilient.
He suggests that a suitably configured ‘socially determined commitment strategy’ has
the potential to counteract the power of modern marketing and to frame a new narrative
in which healthy eating is both straightforward and affordable for everyone.
Part Three – A Proposition
Fell offers a concrete proposition for how such a strategy could be introduced. He
proposes that negative VAT should be charged on healthy foods, and high VAT
should be charged on unhealthy foods. He sets out a four step process to implement
the new regime, each step of which depends on mechanisms that have already been
used by Government. He concludes with some evidence indicating the feasibility of the
programme; and hints at its future potential.
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